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Secure Museum
in China’s
Tallest Building
Guanfu was the first private museum to be
established in China and contains over 1,000
pieces of art, mainly from the late Ming and
Qing dynasties. It is located in the Shanghai
Tower, currently the tallest building in China
at 632 meters in height and a new landmark in
the city.
TEXT I Judy Tang

T

he Gunnebo Security Group has received
an order worth over €2 million to deliver
16,888 safe deposit lockers and 15 vault
doors to Guanfu Museum in Shanghai, China.
“This order is a milestone for Gunnebo on the
Chinese safes and vaults market. Gunnebo has
been recognised by a high-end customer and is
entering into a completely new market segment,”

says Per Borgvall, Gunnebo’s President and CEO.
The Guanfu Museum intends to rent
out the safe deposit lockers to their members for the storage of valuable artwork.
“This is the first time we are delivering
safe deposit lockers produced in China
under the Chubbsafes brand,” adds Per
Borgvall.
Part of the reason why Guanfu Museum
placed the order was Chubbsafes’ reputation for quality security products. Such a
renowned brand makes it easier to buy
international insurance and will be a selling point when renting the lockers out.
Delivery and installation was carried
out during 2014 in collaboration with
systems integrator, Airlink. ■

This is the first time Gunnebo is delivering
safe deposit lockers produced in China under
the Chubbsafes brand.
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GUANFU MUSEUM
Guanfu Museum has been successfully running for over 17 years.

donated by its founder Ma Weidu,
a well-known antiques collector.

The museum contains over one
thousand extraordinary pieces of
art, mainly from the late Ming and
Qing dynasties, including pieces

The name of the museum –
“Guanfu” – literally means “watch
it again and again.”
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A Monumental Challenge in Brazil
Thousands of installations across a gigantic country

CITIES

Brasil Pharma wanted 6,656 sets of electronic
article surveillance antennas and CCTV
cameras delivered and installed in 119 cities
in eight months. Such a large project in such a
short time seemed to be impossible.
“We’ll have to prove our efficiency and service capacity. That was the first thought I had
when I received the description of the Brasil
Pharma project,” says Hector Becerra, Director
of Engineering for Gunnebo Brazil.

465 stores over 119 cities, with the additional difficulty that most of the cities
were situated far from large urban centres. It was a real challenge of continental

STORES

proportions.

Integrated teams
The project involved several areas that
needed to work in perfect harmony.
“We created a project with planning,
deadlines and responsibilities. Every step
was closely monitored, from the drawing
of floor plans for the positioning of the equipment to sales support, billing, delivery, scheduling,
installation and training in the regional centres,”
Becerra explains.
“Based on the timeframe, we created charts
and key performance indicators for monitoring the
installations. This way we could meet deadlines
and correct deviations.”
Another highlight was the coordinated schedule adopted by the infrastructure team and the
technical staff. This had them working as if they
were part of an Olympic relay team, ready to perform quick installations in stores often more than
2,600km away from the Gunnebo Brazil headquarters in São Paulo.

TEXTO I Fernanda Vasconcelos

B

rasil Pharma is the largest Brazilian drugstore network in terms of branch numbers
and operates with its own outlets under
the brands Big Ben, Drogaria Rosário, Sant’Ana and
Mais Econômica, as well as under the franchise
brand, Farmais.
In July 2013, Gunnebo and Brasil Pharma concluded negotiations for a project to deliver electronic article surveillance (EAS) systems and CCTV
monitoring for Brasil Pharma’s network of own
stores. This included payment through FINAME,
a long-term financing programme, granted by
the Brazilian Development Bank, for the acquisition of machinery and equipment manufactured
nationally.
In just eight months, 6,656 sets of EAS antennas
and CCTV cameras were delivered and installed in

M
O
N
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Transparency and dialogue
nationwide installations. Mais Econômica, situated in the Brazilian city of Canoas – Rio Grande do Sul – is one of the 465 drugstores included in the project.

The distance meant that the transportation of
people and products was challenging as air trans-

PRODUCTS

port, road transport, and, in some cases, even
maritime transport was required.
The partnership built between Gunnebo and
Brasil Pharma was another positive coming out of
the project. Over the months, there have been several meetings with leaders from both sides, where
KPIs have been monitored and analysed.
“Of course many problems arose and had to
be solved. To mention just one example, you can
imagine the difficulty of aligning schedules, inventory and delivery of parts and equipment in such a
large project. However, dialogue and transparency
in the relationship with the customer meant we
were confident of success,” Becerra comments.
And that confidence was confirmed as both
companies closed an additional deal – a security
project for a Distribution Centre in the city of
São Leopoldo in the state of Rio Grande do Sul,
covering the installation of over 120 sets of EAS
equipment. ■

Brazilian Security Market Expected to See Continued Growth
As a security company, Gunnebo will in the medium and
long term probably enjoy growth in the Brazilian market
for several reasons:
The country has a population of 200,000 million people. Security is a top priority and major concern for both
companies and individuals. Brazil is, for instance, the
second largest market in the world for armoured cars.

Cash is used intensely in daily transactions – 55% of
the population receive their salaries in cash.
The bank sector is a huge, financially strong, and
growing business.
Brazil has one of the largest ATM installed bases in
the world – 200,000 ATMs and growing.
Gunnebo’s strengths lie in its nationwide technical

support coverage and the scalability of its product

for cash handling solutions, but the main one is

our capabilities are crucial if CIT companies are going to

range.

definitely CIT companies, where Gunnebo is taking

choose Gunnebo,” adds Rubens.

“A huge effort has been made during the last

a major step forward in building strong relation-

With Gunnebo already growing on the Brazilian

twelve months to be more and more competitive

ships worldwide with several of key companies, like

cash handling market, the next step will be electronic

and develop local sources,” says Rubens Bulgarelli,

Prosegur, Brinks and Loomis.

security. The goal is to reproduce the same success that

Country Manager of Gunnebo Brazil.
Retail is a big target in terms of the potential

“Trials, software customisations and visiting our
sales companies to get a better understanding of

has been seen elsewhere on markets like France, Spain,
Belgium, Italy and Portugal.

RUbens BULGARELLI
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Tailoring Solutions to Satisfy Customer Needs
Kedron-Wavell Services Club is one of
the largest community clubs in Australia
generating revenue from licensed bars,
restaurants, poker machines for gaming, and entertainment – a high demand
cash handling environment. Gunnebo
Australia evaluated, analysed and managed every step and provided a true
cash management solution.

Gunnebo has exceeded
our expectations
Trudi Towers, Finance Manager at Kedron-Wavell

TEXT I Rebecca Hunt

A

LARGE BUT SAFE CASH FLOW. Kedron-Wavell Services Club Inc. is a modern multi-million dollar complex located in the vibrant Chermside precinct only 15 minutes north of Brisbane’s Central Business District.

n efficient cash management
system is integral to any gaming
venue. For Kedron-Wavell, their
current system was slow and labour intensive with over thirty cashiers departing and
returning on two shifts per day.
“Kedron needed a tailor-made solution
that managed their cash
quickly and efficiently,”
explains Greg Wallis,
National Sales Manager
for Cash Handling at
GREG WALLIS
Gunnebo Australia.
The solution also needed to be
hassle-free and seamless at the time of
installation.
“To do that we needed to fully understand their needs therefore we conducted
a full needs analysis survey spending many
hours on-site determining all of Kedron’s
requirements. This was time-consuming

but we knew if we truly understood their
requirements we could provide the perfect
solution and satisfy their needs,” he adds.
Developing a product that satisfied all
of Kedron’s requirements was only the first
step. The true solution was the evaluation,
design and testing prior to the installation

“We developed a programme whereby
we engaged the customer and ensured all
staff at all levels were fully trained and understood the new cash handling system.”
The new system went live in May 2014.
Since the installation and full commissioning, Kedron-Wavell has not looked back. All

and commission phase.
“By providing a fully customised unit
specific to Kedron-Wavell’s needs required
many hours of testing and due diligence,”
continues Greg Wallis.

staff have been trained and Gunnebo Australia has been on site whenever required
to iron out any teething problems.
“Gunnebo has exceeded our expectations for the device,” says Trudi Towers,
Finance Manager at Kedron-Wavell. “They
have also exceeded our expectations for
support and have proven their commitment to the gaming sector with their
attitude and assistance.”

Quick and secure
The SafeCash Retail Station provided the
basis for the Kedron-Wavell solution. This
station is a full cash recycling solution
where cashiers can quickly and securely
fill, refill and empty their tills – streamlining the cash management process. Added
benefits include less back-office administration, real-time monitoring of cash levels,
complete transaction transparency – no
cash discrepancies and back office POS
matching.
“Once we knew the product would
exceed Kedron-Wavell’s requirements our
focus shifted to the after sales support,”
says Greg.
Gunnebo had to ensure the best product was coupled with high-class training
and support to ensure minimal on-site
interruption.

Unique opportunity
Gaming machines revenues in Australia
generate over $10 billion (2013) per year.
“With this high profile installation we
now have a unique opportunity in the
gaming industry here in Australia for the
Gunnebo Cash Handling range,” states
Greg Wallis.
The challenge was to successfully enter
the market and demonstrate the efficiencies and savings that Gunnebo’s product
range can offer the gaming industry.
“And with Kedron-Wavell we have the
launching pad to leverage the opportunities in the future,” Greg concludes. ■

The Future of Australian Gaming in Safe Hands
Poker machines account for a huge part of the revenue

time-consuming, increase the risk of cash discrepancies

staff are required to physically count and reconcile

stream for gambling interests in Australia. Of all the gam-

and do not provide real-time monitoring.

their tills and cash on site. This process is under-

gaming venue “down under” in Australia.
“The opportunity in Australia, particularly across the

tion, delivery, installation, commissioning and training. The
sales team are backed up by extensive specialist knowledge

taken several times per shift by a number of differ-

Eastern seaboard, is extensive. We have a solution that can be

from dedicated and experienced technical staff, who lead

revenue. These gaming machines use video displays to

Australia, has extensive previous experience working in

ent staff. Most gaming venues would benefit from

tailored to each gaming venue to satisfy their specific needs.

the way in customised installation and training.

project games with five reels, in most cases. Gaming

the gaming industry and understands the cash handling

an integrated cash handling technology solution,”

Our team have the ability to tap into this market and provide

machines revenues in Australia generate over $10 billion

needs of gaming venues.

he comments.

real differentiation from our competitors,” says John.

bling profits made, over 60% come from poker machine

(2013) per year. Currently, the processes for cash management in these gaming venues are labour-intensive and

John Rohan, Cash Handling Sales Manager at Gunnebo

“Traditionally cash handling in gaming venues across
Australia is a manual process. On any given shift many

Gunnebo Australia has identified that the
SafeCash Retail Station is a logical step for any

Gunnebo offers full turn-key solutions starting with design consultation, business process assessment, customisa-

“Expanding into the gaming industry is a major opportunity. Our commitment to successful partnering with
customers will ensure the best possible solution for their
current and future needs,” concludes John.

IN DISCUSSION. Jarrad
Grace, General Manager at Bells Hotel South
Melbourne, is talking
with John Rohan, Sales
Manager Gunnebo, about
SafeCash R5.
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Big Role in Chinese
Mass Transit Sector

AT YOUR SERVICE

Failure Not an Option
The core value of Gunnebo South Africa’s
service department is to make a positive
and a meaningful difference in the business outcomes of its clients by avoiding
any operational failure through reliable,
efficient service, maintenance plans and
agreements.
TEXT I Kim Hawkins

N

ot only does this core value apply to
the local South African market but
also to the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa
through an extensive network of partners
and contractors with the local knowledge and
expertise needed to ensure that the client’s
product never fails them.
Gunnebo believes in selling the solution,
and not just the product, and that is why the
company works with its clients at every stage
of the project process, from needs analysis
and production to implementation and service. Gunnebo South Africa ensures that on
completion of any installation programme,
functional reliability checks are completed to
ensure the equipment is safe.
Training of on-site operational staff is critical and is provided by experienced staff to
ensure the day-to-day operation of the client’s
equipment, whilst service and maintenance

at your service
in wadeville.
Philip Leach, Andre
Wepener and
Lodwick Phahlamohlaka work as
service technicians
for Gunnebo.

plans ensure the longevity and operational
success of Gunnebo products.
Services extend across all industries, such
as mining, where service level agreements are
introduced for their heat-resistant vaults. Due
to the highly corrosive environments, the vault
locks and boltwork are serviced annually to
avoid operational failures and ensure that the
doors can always be opened.
Another example of Gunnebo South Africa’s

commitment to working with its clients, and
improving the reliable and efficient operation
of products, is the recent introduction of the
FNB service PORTAL system. This system allows service teams to respond to call-outs in
real time and dispatch technicians within 24
hours. The system also allows the service team
to keep tight control of service level agreements with banks where speed of service is
critical. ■

Students Given Valuable Experience for Careers Ahead

China is one of the biggest markets in the
world. And Gunnebo takes an active part in
the development of security solutions on this
booming market, primarily within the fields
of mass transit and retail banking.

In 2010 Gunnebo China was set up to get
closer to Chinese customers and take an active
part in the development of security solutions on
the booming Chinese market, primarily within
the fields of mass transit and retail banking.
“Over the past 15 years, Gunnebo has sup-

TEXT I Judy Tang

plied over 20,000 ticket gates to the Chinese
mass transit network in over 20 cities such as
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Hong Kong,”
says Chris Dai. “I am very proud that Gunnebo
has been playing such an important role in the
growth of the Chinese mass transit sector.”

O

n July 18 2014, the world’s five largest
developing countries picked Shanghai
as the headquarters for the new $100
billion BRICS Development Bank. It will help
reinforce China’s central role in the group of five
nations known as BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa).
“There is no doubt that China is one of the
biggest markets in the world,” says Chris Dai,
Country Manager of Gunnebo China. “And, of
course, China is one of the world’s largest security markets.”
The Chinese government has been investing
in a large number of infrastructure projects and
public security programmes, and urbanisation
is increasing, making airports and mass transit
networks in particular the focus for large-scale
installations of security equipment, such as
entrance security.

BEIJING METRO

Shenzhen METRO

previously disadvantaged communities

Over the coming years, Chinese authori-

Gunnebo will con-

them for their future working lives. In

and was extended to include disabled

ties will continue to invest heavily in infra-

tinue to expand its

cooperation with the South African

students. Graduates are faced with high

structure and here Gunnebo China has

network of Chinese

Government and a training board,

rate of unemployment. This opportunity

continued to focus on entrance security by

Channel Partners in

Gunnebo South Africa has addressed

offered by Gunnebo South Africa will

reinforcing its market position as the largest

order to reach out

this issue by taking on industrial en-

make it easier for them to enter the

supplier of solutions in the turnstiles market.

to the bank sector

gineering students from universities.

workplace once qualified.

“For entrance security, petrol stations,

and other markets

CHRIS DAI

prisons, high-speed trains and airports

such as museums, jewelry workshops

two-way learning process. The students

time at Gunnebo as a finance intern:

will be the growth opportunities as

and office datacenters. Furthermore, a

learn about current methodologies and

“You must treat every task you are

Gunnebo has a high market share for nu-

greater variety of products and solutions,

in turn introduce fresh ways of thinking

entrusted with due diligence, no matter

clear and metro in China,” says Chris Dai,

such as electronic locks and cash handling

to an industry that has been in existence

how small it may seem. The working

Country Manager for Gunnebo China.

solutions, will be introduced to custom-

for a good many years.

environment taught me to respect the

The programme aims to develop

Ntokozo Magagula talks about her

people around me and the jobs they do.”

Expanded Business Approach in China
From 2010–2014, Gunnebo China has chosen
to focus on entrance security for high-risk sites
– such as power plants and the rapidly expanding mass transit and airport sectors – as well as
safes and vaults for banks and the professional
key account market.
Now, in its fourth year, Gunnebo China has
already established offices in Shanghai and
Hong Kong with sales teams in Beijing for
bank, airport and rail, and in Wuhan City for
metro. The company also plans to extend its
metro business by deploying a new sales team in
Shenzhen city in the south of China. ■

Gunnebo China Maps Future Business Development

Young people need experience to equip

The learning programme has created a

trainees. Above from left: Anjita Singh, Ntombizandile Khumalo, Katlego Lethlake, Paulinah Rabodibe, Ntokozo Magagula. Below: Rearabilwe Kotu, Nelisiwe
Madi, Nomzamo Ndulini.
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Other growth opportunities are within
the markets for safes and vaults, where

ers covering basic to high-level security
protection.

KUNSHAN PLANT
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Gunnebo’s
World
Gunnebo has a heritage stretching back 250 years. From its humble
roots in Sweden, the company has grown to become a global group
covering every continent.
This special edition poster
gathers together some
of the highlights from
Gunnebo’s history
spanning the creation
of innovational fire-resistant safes in
the 1800s to the piloting of biometric entrance
control at Heathrow Airport in the 21st century.

Where it all began

Back in 1764, a small forge was opened
in the Swedish village of Gunnebo,
which is where the company gets its
name. Today Gunnebo is home to just
under 1,000 people and belongs to the
same part of Sweden which gave birth
to IKEA.

Key Dates
Heathrow Biometrics Pilot

1764

A hammer forge opens in the village of Gunnebo
in south-east Sweden.

1820s

Alexandre Fichet opens a locksmiths in
Paris and registers his first patent for
a safety lock.

1835

Charles Chubb takes out a patent for
a burglary-resistant safe in the UK.

1864

Auguste-Nicolas Bauche begins to produce
fire-resistant safes near Reims in France.

Gunnebo carries out of the first biometric
identification tests at Heathrow airport in 2001.
The busiest day ever at Heathrow saw almost a
quarter of a million passengers pass through the
airport.

Hamilton Safe
Part of the Gunnebo Group since 2012,
Hamilton Safe has been manufacturing safes
and pneumatic tube systems for almost 50
years. It produced its first UL-certifed safe in
1982 – UL is the most highly regarded
certification standard in the USA. Today
Hamilton is the USA’s second largest supplier
of safes to banks and government.

In 1864, Auguste-Nicolas Bauche
conducted a unique experiment by
locking the equivalent of 100,000
francs into one of his safes and
subjecting it repeatedly to fire.
The bank notes emerged intact!

The Fichet and Bauche companies merge. Hamilton Safe is
founded in the USA.

1995

Gunnebo becomes listed on the Swedish stock exchange with
a new focus on delivering security solutions around the globe.

The Chubbsafes, Steelage and Minimax brands become
part of Gunnebo’s global portfolio.

2001

Gunnebo invents SafePay, the first completely
closed cash handling solution for retailers.

Gunnebo China was established in 2010
with its headquarters in Shanghai.
Gunnebo Malaysia started business
in 2012 followed by the opening
of a sales company in South Korea
and new representative offices in
Thailand and Myanmar.

Columbian Time Capsule
A Fichet-Bauche safe was opened in Bogota in
2010 after having remained closed for exactly
100 years. The opening commemorated 200
years of Colombian independence. A new safe
was donated by Gunnebo and is due to be
opened in 2110!

Global Brands

Floating prison
To tackle overcrowding in the late 1990s,
the Dutch government opened floating
prison ships. Gunnebo supplied security
doors to five of these.

Daring Fire Test

1967

2000

Gothenburg, Sweden

Parts of the spectacular Versailles Palace in Paris
are secured by Fichet-Bauche equipment.
Versailles’ famous Hall of Mirrors used to be
transformed into a corridor of light by Louis XIV
using an incredible 20,000 candles.

Famous safe manufacturer, Steelage, is founded in India.

Renowned safe and vault manufacturer, Fichet-Bauche,
becomes part of the Gunnebo family.

Expansion in Asia

The Sun King’s Playground

1932

1999

Gunnebo’s HQ

Safes and vaults. Founded 1835. 
In Gunnebo’s brand portfolio since 2000.
Outdoor high-security protection. Founded
1951. Acquired by Gunnebo in 2004.
Safes and vaults. Founded 1825.
Acquired by Gunnebo in 1999.

Holy City
The Vatican’s Apostolic Library is secured in
part by Gunnebo. Surprisingly Vatican City
has its own passport system and the majority
of Vatican citizens live abroad!

Electronic article surveillance. Founded
1984. Acquired by Gunnebo in 2004.

World’s
Tallest
Building
Burj Kalifa in
Dubai uses Gunnebo
entrance security.
The Burj has more
stories than any
other structure
in the world.

Safes and vaults. Founded 1967.
Acquired by Gunnebo in 2012.
Fire protection. Founded 1903. In
Gunnebo’s brand portfolio since 2000.
Safes and vaults. Founded 1886.
Acquired by Gunnebo in 1994.
Closed cash handling. Created
by Gunnebo in 2001.
Safes. In Gunnebo’s brand
portfolio since 2003
Safes. Founded 1932. Acquired
by Gunnebo in 2000.

AT YOUR SERVICE
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Driving the Cash Handling
Evolution in Indonesia

Channel Partners
Increase Sales in UK

Taxi drivers working for Express Group can
now deposit their cash safely and efficiently using Gunnebo’s cash handling solution,
IntelliSafe.

Two tend to be stronger than one. That’s why
Gunnebo UK is building a cooperation with
selected Channel Partners to increase sales in
the Secure Storage segment.
“We’re supporting Channel Partners with
our knowledge and resources to give them
an incentive to invest in our products, and we
hope that our concerted efforts will create
growth,” says Darran Bailey, Manager Secure
Storage at Gunnebo UK.

TEXT I Andrea Aileen

E

xpress Group has grown into one of
the largest taxi operators in Indonesia,
providing taxi services and added transportation business services. It has its base in
the Greater Jakarta area and has expanded
to serve other major cities including Medan,
Surabaya, Padang, Semarang, Bandung, Bali
and Lombok, with more than 10,000 licensed
taxi fleets fully supported by more than
24,000 qualified drivers.
After introducing Gunnebo’s cash handling
offering onto the market last year, Gunnebo
Indonesia has received its first ever cash handling order from Express Group for 50
IntelliSafe units at 25 express taxi pools in
Jakarta, Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi.

Efficient cash administration
IntelliSafe has made cash handling administration much more efficient for the company
Express Group, since taxi drivers use the
machines to deposit their cash which is then
automatically verified and registered.
“Express Group always implements the
latest technology to improve our performance
and efficiency of work,” says Daniel Podiman,
CEO. “One of our goals is to improve the security, accuracy and ease of processing daily

TEXT I Mats Ekendahl

C
testing intellisafe. Hindra Kurniawan (Country Manager Gunnebo Indonesia), Daniel Podiman (CEO of
Express Group), Per Borgvall (President and CEO Gunnebo AB), an Express taxi driver, Setiawan Saad (Business
Area Manager Cash Handling Gunnebo Indonesia). 
Photo: Gany

deposits from our drivers. To fulfil our needs,
we put or confidence in Gunnebo Indonesia
as a leading provider of security solutions. We
are proud to be the first user of IntelliSafe in
Indonesia, and we hope through this cash
handling solution, to improve the efficiency
and accuracy of our cash counting process.”

Cashiers save up to one hour
Every day there are about 200 drivers who
need to deposit cash at the same time.

Cash Handling Solutions for the Future
The cash handling market in Indonesia is currently
developing and is an area where Gunnebo has been
making a mark in recent years.
“A large amount of cash is in circulation in
our country and thus requires a solution that can

“Under the previous, more conventional
method, the cashier had to take more than
two hours to process all the deposits. Now
with IntelliSafe, they can save between 30-60
minutes,” explains Hindra Kurniawan, Country
Manager of Gunnebo Indonesia.
The pick-up schedules from Express
Group’s CIT partner will be more controlled
as well since they will only make collections
when necessary instead of at regular,
planned intervals. ■

hannel Partners working with Gunnebo
are non-Internet sellers. The criteria for
choosing them is based on different
variables, such as trading history, how well established they are on the market, and geographical location. They also need a business front,
including shops where products can be displayed
and customers can be met.
“We also must be sure that our chosen
Channel Partners have a good knowledge of the
products, mostly safes and their features. It’s not
just selling them that’s important because customers need to get correct information and good
arguments for buying,” says Darran Bailey.

Two-way experience
He says that setting up the Channel Partners
Scheme, which was launched in spring 2014, is
a two-way experience. Gunnebo UK has defined
various business and financial requirements for the
partners, and the partners in turn receive benefits

COOPERATION. Gunnebo Channel Sales Manager Steve Gibson welcoming CH Wood Director Natalie Wood as a Gold
member to the UK Channel Partner Scheme. The majority of Channel Partners have increased their monthly sales
since collaboration began – Channel Partners become more competitive, and also more engaged in the Gunnebo
products.

from the cooperation, such as sales training of personnel, marketing support and purchase rebates.
The Channel Partners are also specially focused on for a period of one year, with the purpose of increasing sales.

Key factors
Enquiries from potential customers to Gunnebo
UK centrally can be channelled through to the

appropriate Channel Partner in the right area.
“We really have to work together and be transparent to succeed. Brand awareness is another
key factor,” says Darran Bailey.
Gunnebo UK’s introduction to Channel Partner
Scheme was through a workshop held in London
by Nicholas Roberts who has helped start Gunnebo Channel Partner Schemes Worldwide. ■

Channel Partners in UK
Partners signed to date: Barry Brothers (London),

and with support from Gunnebo provide opportuni-

Some common benefits for all categories:

Thornhill Security (South West), A&D Lock & Key

ties for future growth.

■

(West Midlands), CH Woods (Yorkshire & Surround-

■

Group is expected to strengthen Gunnebo Indone-

ing Counties), Capital ISS (Ireland).

branded products by relevant marketing material.

■

sia’s position as a leading provider of reliable secu-

Three categories: Platinum, Gold, Silver.

Must adhere to the brand guidelines.

material via partner portal.

rity solutions,” he adds.

There are slight differences between the categories,

Also, for Gold and Platinum:

■

but two common requirements are:

■

Manager of Gunnebo Indonesia.
“Our cooperation with companies like Express

ensure efficiency and security in each financial
transaction,” explains Hindra Kurniawan, Country
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Hindra Kurniawan

■

Must be capable of achieving annual sales targets

Responsible for promoting current Chubbsafes

To have commercial premises that showcase Gun-

nebo products.

For sales above annual target, opportunity to

achieve increased purchase rebate.
Access to pocket guides, sales brochures & POS
Listed on Gunnebo UK website. Use of Gunnebo,

Channel Partner, Chubbsafes, Rosengrens and
Churchill logos.
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Large Benefits from Training Channel Partners
AT YOUR SERVICE

Roger Staubach, former US Super Bowl
VI MVP said: “There are no traffic jams
along the extra mile.”
Hamilton Safe has made it their
focus to find opportunities to venture
along this “traffic-lite” road.
TEXT I Lilkeisha Smith

J

ohn Haining, CEO of Gunnebo North
America and Robert Leslie, President
of Hamilton Safe Companies, set
forth to implement a plan of action to
service their channel partners and the end
customer more effectively. Through the implementation of technical training sessions
and the expansion of the Hamilton Safe call
center, Hamilton Safe is able to service the
customer with ease.

Educating Channel Partners

COOPERATION. Becky Smith, supervisor of the Gunnebo call center, assists Ashley Smith.

One of the first items on the road to “going the extra mile” was to offer channel
partners additional training.
The goal was to eliminate any and all
frustrations for the end user – educate
channel partners on trouble-shooting realtime issues in the field, which would free
up Hamilton’s on-call technical service
specialists to address major field concerns
more effectively.
Brian Strautman, Hamilton Safe’s
National Channel Partner & Key Account
Sales Manager believes this is a step in the
right direction.

“We, Hamilton Safe, want to move
toward every channel partner having a
“certified” service person that has been
trained and knows our equipment well
enough that they can work with customers and also deal with us directly.”

Well received benefits
Technical Training sessions were set up
for four three-day sessions in July, August,
October, and December with subject matter experts, Clifford Thompson and Bob
Morosic, leading the classes.
Technicians attending these classes in
the Amelia, Ohio location would receive
hands-on, real world experiences and
reference tools on various Hamilton Safe
products.
Equipment was set up throughout the
training room, each with an issue for techs
to trouble-shoot and resolve. The benefits
of this lay-out was well received.

hamilton safe call center agents.
Standing from left to right are Becky Smith,
Ashley Smith, Amanda Gibson and Chasity Atkins.

Confidently troubleshooting
Tim Ernes of HSPCI who attended the
first training class said: “I learn a lot better with hands-on. It was nice to figure
out the problem and get the equipment
up and running. I was able to use what I
learned immediately after,” he says.
With field service technicians taking
this class, they are able to confidently
trouble-shoot, resolve, and work with the
customers creating a lasting, positive,
experience. ■

Hamilton Safe wants
to move toward every
Channel Partner having a certified service
person that has been
trained and knows the
equipment well.

TRAINING technicians. Gunnebo´s Cliff Thompson (far left) is guiding
the kneeling Clink Minkus of Redhawk Fire & Security, and David King of
Premier Security, through simulated field scenario’s with Hamilton’s HA-45
and Teller Unit.

Smart Innovation Pays off for Joe Juska and Product Quality
John Haining, head of Gunnebo North America issued a chal-

ties. The former US Airforce, aircraft mechanic was looking for

tool offers a smoother, more seamless fit while eliminating

employee.” Joe Juska was awarded the first Innovation

lenge: “Create and explore opportunities to enhance the way we

a way to simplify his work load.

the need to rework from product damage caused by sledge-

Award at Hamilton Safe for his efforts as well as high praise

hammer usage.

for not being afraid to explore.

do business.”
Whether it improved customer service, productivity, job ef-

look for a way to save your back,” says Joe Juska when asked

ficiency, safety, or offer legit savings – John Haining encouraged

about his mindset when developing the hydraulic apparatus

associates to think outside the box.

used for door fitting.

Joe Juska accepted the challenge. He is a Class 5 Welder at the
JOE Juska

“After three hours of slinging a huge sledgehammer; you

Using this tool, Joe Juska has been able to improve job ef-

Shane Borke, plant manager of the Batavia location, expressed his approval of Joe Juska’s innovation.
“Joe always thinks outside the box. His ability to retrofit

The hope is that more will accept John Haining’s challenge to bring about innovations that will improve the
business of Gunnebo.

a tow bar into something that improves the quality of our

Batavia plant within Hamilton Safe, and developed a hydraulic

ficiency by cutting time to build jobs in half, improve safety by

product is impressive. Joe always looks for a way to improve

porto-power straighter to assist in his door fitting responsibili-

reducing potential injuries, and product quality as using this

and has the company’s best interest at heart. He is a model

JOE Juska and Shane BORKE
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Opal

The Market´s
Most Advanced
Interlocking Door

Topaz

Jade

New Chubbsafes Range Launched
MULTIPLE DESGNS.
One of the many
designs from the
StoreProtect series
of antennas.

EasySas boasts state-of-the art electronics which
enhances security performance and simplifies both the
on-site implementation and maintenance of the inter-

#2 2014

Taking Deposit
Lockers to the
Next Level
In recent years, the self-service concept has
been applied to a number of services and solu-

The new Chubbsafes Elements range has been

home safes are gaining in popularity in the region

tions across all industries. But due to the highly

unveiled at a product launch event in Kuala

and that the hospitality industry is crying out for

sensitive nature of valuables stored inside them,

Lumpur. The new products have been introduced

ungraded hotel safes.

safe deposit locker systems have been unable

to the Asia-Pacific and Africa markets to profit

As a result, the existing Chubbsafes Elements

from the growing demand for small safes. Gun-

range has been complemented by three new lines

assistance. That was until SafeStore Auto was

nebo’s own research has shown that lower level

– Topaz, Jade and Opal.

launched.

locking door. It also allows for many options in terms

to provide self-service access without staff

SafeStore Auto is a safe deposit locker (SDL)

integration of the most advanced detection systems

InviKtus – for Superior Strength

such as biometrics or metal detection.

High-risk companies in the banking and retail

Board of Security (ECB-S) and awarded the A2p

tomer identification features needed to ensure

sectors need maximum protection to secure

label by the French Centre National de Préven-

around-the-clock accessibility without compro-

their valuables and confidential documents. Cer-

tion et de Protection (CNPP) in burglary and

mising top-level security, enabling deposit or

tifications of safes according to the international

explosion resistance, and

retrieval of precious items at any time and on

regulations and security standards is of an im-

NT Fire 017 – 60 Paper by

any day of the week.

portant guarantee. As many safes simply focus

the SP Technical Research

on burglary and fire resistance, the new InviKtus

Institute of Sweden in

has been updated with new features offering

safes offer the very best in triple-certified protec-

fire, InviKtus offers a wide

ergonomic improvements that make it as easy for

tion against burglary, fire and explosives. Sold

range of mechanical and

customers to operate as an ATM.

under the Fichet-Bauche brand, InviKtus is avail-

electronic lock combina-

erage, better tag detection range, remote service configuration via internet, improved noise

able in Grade III to VI, with six sizes per grade and

tions that are all A2p/EN

improved and there is no need for clients to

handling and added configuration options.

capacity ranging from 140 to 1120 litres.

1300-certified.

install specific fittings in the area or modify the

of configuration, from basic door management to the

The technical enhancements have been developed
in accordance with the latest integration requirements

New Generation
Antennas

on the market, which makes EasySas a flexible solution
ready to be interconnected with electronic security
systems such as SecurWave or SMI Server.

Gateway has released its next generation of high-quality AM systems called StoreProtect AM.
The StoreProtect AM system has many technical improvements such as wider entrance cov-

It is part of the Gateway StoreManagement concept which also includes StoreAssist,
Gateway’s system for dressing room management.

InviKtus is available in

Using the latest technology, the InviKtus safes

system that combines the next-generation
automated technology and advanced cus-

The design of the revolutionary SafeStore Auto

Ease of use for disabled people has also

architecture of the building where SafeStore

are built using high-protection barrier materials,

a stylish dark blue colour

special reinforcement and intelligent boltwork

with an aesthetic design

construction. This provides high levels of security

and silver handles. Two

customised in terms of the choice of colour and

to resist the most stringent attacks whilst keep-

integrated handles – one opening, one pull –

addition of the client’s logo.

ing the total weight of the safes to a minimum.

help users to open and to close the safe door

Certified EN 1143-1 by the European Certification

with ease.

Auto is installed.
The automated SDL system can now also be

In addition, a new retrofit service will be
introduced offering an update of hardware and
software components to improve the performance and extend the lifecycle of the SafeStore

Control over Your Payment Process
QuickPOS is the fast track point-of-sale integration solution for SafePay,
Gunnebo’s closed cash handling solution. It will reduce cost and time
for development as only five commands for payment transactions are

Sustainable Security Doors Impact Energy Savings
Reducing energy usage in buildings is a major challenge

Gunnebo has developed a range of thermally

certified and tested in accordance with the relevant

required to integrate with the point of sale (POS) and the rest are managed from QuickPOS. In addition it will be easier to configure dual POS
environments due to simultaneous POS management with the same
SafePay.

for many companies and here security doors can play a

insulated security doors to protect people, property

security standards. They offer a wide range of fin-

major role in ensuring that energy consumption is kept

and assets from manual and ballistic attacks, whilst

ishes, colours and dimensions to be easily integrated

control over the payment process and system management

to a minimum.

maintaining an elegant appearance and saving

into existing buildings or new constructions.

at the checkout. The main features of QuickPOS include inte-

Directive 2010/31 from the European Parliament and
European Council of May 2010 on the energy perfor-

energy.
The doors are made of aluminium with a thermal

The integration of POS with SafePay will deliver complete

The thermally insulated security doors are now com-

grated log-in and log-out, transaction management (payment

pulsory for the outside walls of public buildings, such as

deposit and change delivery), system alerts management (lev-

mance of buildings requires companies in member

barrier between the panes of glass to prevent heat,

police stations, prisons, schools, courts and government

els of notes and coins, levels of cassettes, jams notification and

states to satisfy new requirements and demand com-

wind or noise passing through. Solid, fully or partially

offices.

solving, connectivity status), and system management (open

pliancy from the manufacturers of doors.

glazed, the thermally insulated security doors are

cover, deposit cassette, fill and drain notes and coins).

cooperation. Quick POS, on top in
the photo, controls the SafePay note
and coin recyclers.

Auto.
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NCR Honours Gunnebo
with Supplier Award

Top Notch Vault
Delivers Style
and Substance

#2 2014

HSBC Signs
Long-Term
Service Contract

UNITED KINGDOM A rescued building now sits

MEXICO Gunnebo has signed a three-year ser-

Reliability Award by one of its major customers, NCR, for exhibit-

ing self-service solutions with more than 24 consecutive years as

on top of a high-tech safe deposit facility after a

vice contract with HSBC in Mexico, which covers

ing outstanding on-time delivery performance and the highest of

the global number one manufacturer of ATMs. As a global leader,

challenging project in Southall, London. The crum-

preventive and corrective maintenance of their

quality standards.

NCR expects extremely high standards from all of its suppliers,

bling Victorian building, owned by Heathrow Safe

security systems, including CCTV, entrance secu-

which makes the award all the more significant.

Deposit, had to be renovated while excavating a

rity, alarm systems and fire protection systems for

basement beneath it for a state-of-the-art safe

232 branch offices in the Mexico central region.

deposit room.

Gunnebo is also providing maintenance for safes,

NCR is universally acknowledged as the global leader in bank-

GLOBAL Gunnebo has been given the Delivery and Supply Chain

The factories in Doetinchem and Halol, where ATM safes for
NCR are produced, can take the credit for the award as they have
succeeded in living up to NCR’s high expectations. Quality levels
at the plants, for example, are driven NCR who expect a standard

project and brought in Gunnebo to supply a Grade

of no more than 150 faults per one million items produced.

X CD EX vault with 3,588 lockers for the client. The

Bob Ciminera, SVP Integrated Supply Chain at NCR, highlights
why having exceptional suppliers like Gunnebo is so important.
“The winners of our supplier awards continue to demonstrate

Gunnebo’s award-winning factory in Doetinchem, the Netherlands.

security doors, transfer boxes and speed gates for

Newgate International masterminded the

access control in various buildings.
Gunnebo Mexico was selected because of its
high standard of quality and service.

challenge was to manufacture the 14m x 4.5m
vault before the space had finally been dug out, so
that it would be ready for immediate installation.

leadership and innovation in areas that are crucial to keeping our

During the process, Heathrow Safe Deposit was in-

business moving forward. They bring unique ideas that raise the

vited to Gunnebo’s factory in Markersdorf to see its

bar and redefine the value of the partnership,” he says.

vault room and lockers being made. The high-end

impressed by the end product.
“This is certainly the best-looking vault of

lockers ended up being finished in the client’s own

lockers I’ve seen over the 44 years I’ve been in the

striking chequered design of stainless steel and red.

business. And the client is delighted with the new

Managing Director of Newgate, Robin Gater, was

facility,” he says.

High-Level Security
for New Data Centre
OMAN Gunnebo has provided the complete
security infrastructure for the Central
Bank of Oman’s new data centre in the
Middle East. Part of Oman’s largest
technology park in Muscat, the data
centre is a high-risk site and requires a

Innovation Centre Prizes
Security for Research Data

significant level of security. The building

Getting Closer to
Airport Customers

also houses offices for the central bank
and a crisis centre.
Gunnebo, having worked with the
Central Bank of Oman (CBO) as a trusted security partner for several

POLAND At the heart of Poland’s largest and oldest university, is a centre for

years, was chosen to provide both electronic security and perimeter

CHINA Gunnebo was golden sponsor at the 5th China

innovation responsible for developing cutting-edge technology.

protection security for the premises. Electronic security solutions for

Airport Check-In Summit 2014 in Shanghai where it

The Jagiellonian Center of Innovation (JCI), part of the Jagiellonian

the site included integrated access control and intrusion detection sys-

Making Safety a Priority

exhibited the PreSec automated pre-security gate

University’s Life Science and Technology Park, is charged with taking scientific

tems with a surveillance network of over 150 cameras feeding a central

research and transforming it into commercial projects.

control room and six network recording devices. Outside of the building,

POLAND Fluor SA is one of the world’s leading pub-

worked together with Gunnebo to implement

high-security perimeter protection was put into place, including road

licly traded engineering, procurement, construc-

access control and identification of staff and visi-

Gunnebo’s airport solutions to Chinese airports and

blockers, boom barriers and bollards.

tion, and maintenance companies. Fluor‘s Poland

tors on the basis of proximity cards, in accordance

airlines,” said Chris Dai, Country Manager of

office is located in Gliwice – an industrial city in

with its own corporate standards and worldwide

Gunnebo China.

the Silesian Province of southern Poland.

procedures. Coupled with Gunnebo SpeedStile

“Given the high value of intellectual and material property, we must remember that data protection in the context of research is particularly important,” comments Karol Gorzkiewicz, Key Account Manager at Gunnebo Poland.

“Central banks are demanding customers. Gunnebo’s ability to pro-

For that reason, JCI installed six lines of speed gates across certain access

vide and install a complete security infrastructure was decisive in the

points to its main building – entrance security which prevents unauthorised

CBO’s choice to use Gunnebo as it partner to secure its new data cen-

individuals entering areas containing confidential research information.

tre,” says Morten Andreasen, SVP Region Europe, Middle East & Africa.

In order to increase the safety of workers and
protect of its buildings and property, Fluor has

and the BoardSec automated boarding gate.
“The summit was a great platform to showcase

Over 30 of the largest airports and airlines in

gates at the main entrance, Fluor now has a fully

China as well as 20 foreign airlines and airports at-

integrated entrance security system in place.

tended the exhibition.
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The Gunnebo Security Group is a global supplier of security
products, services and solutions with an offering covering
cash handling, safes and vaults, entrance security and electronic security for banks, retail, CIT, mass transit, public &
commercial buildings and industrial & high-risk sites.
The Group has an annual turnover of €610 million and
5,600 employees in 33 countries across Europe, the Middle
East, Africa, Asia-Pacific and the Americas as well as a network of Channel Partners on 100 additional markets.
We make your world safer.
www.gunnebo.com

Please note: The solutions and services Gunnebo presents in this
publication may vary from market to market.

